1st Annual CICA Advisory Board Summit Survey Results May, 2015
36 responses
One = 1 response
Two = 0 responses
Three = 12 responses
Four = 9 responses
Five = 9 responses
N/A = 5 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 3 responses
Four = 3 responses
Five = 10 responses
N/A = 20 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great
Lodging noted: Vagabond Inn, Holiday Inn, Residence Inn, Governor’s Inn, Sheraton Grand
Sacramento, and Best Western.

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 1 responses
Three = 2 responses
Four = 14 responses
Five = 17 responses
N/A = 2 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 4 responses
Four = 15 responses
Five = 16 responses
N/A = 1 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 4 responses
Four = 11 responses
Five = 20 responses
N/A = 1 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 3 responses
Four = 17 responses
Five = 16 responses
N/A = 0 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 3 responses
Four = 11 responses
Five = 21 responses
N/A = 1 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

36 responses
One = 0 responses
Two = 0 responses
Three = 7 responses
Four = 12 responses
Five = 13 responses
N/A = 4 responses
One = Poor
Five = Great

Comments (in general on front of survey):
 Wants updates
 Wants to be on CICA’s mailing list (2)

 Some audience comments were too personal and should of been cut-off sooner,
because it took away from panel discussion or should have been redirected to a
positive relevant solution
 Should have handouts in Spanish; it is excellent information for Advisory Board
members who speak Spanish (How to be and effective Advisory Board and how
to work with our Public Authority)
 Please prepare hot water for tea
Comments under “Please tell us the names of your favorite presenter(s) and why”?
















Charles – Lots of ways to be ab affective Advisory Board
Deborah Doctor – Honest, easy to understand
Charles – great anecdotes
All were good
Deborah – with Disability Rights California – Knowledgeable, clear and sense of
humor
Charles – He is my boss
Charles C. – Very clear description of ideas and suggestions to improve our AB
Deborah Doctor – depth of knowledge
All were excellent
Gail – Gave helpful tips on how to communicate with legislatures
Charles C. – excellent & through presenter
Charles C. – Frank discussion
Legislative interaction and examples of legislative visit using DCAD issues
Legislative representation (referring to Gail)
Legislative Representative (Gail) –Found out about different bills that are in font
of our legislators

Comments under “What I enjoyed most about the conference was:”














Well organized
Quality of information
Hearing other’s experiences
Meeting people
Enjoyed learning from speakers and people who attended the event
Legislative breakdown on Capitol Hill
Sharing information/thoughts (3)
Networking and updates
Good information was handed out (4)
Example of legislative visit (2)
Seeing everyone and sharing CICA with new people
Collective Dialogue
Excellent






Elton’s talk & Doctor’s presentation
Networking (2)
Diversity of subjects
All the questions

Comments under “I would like to suggest the following modifications:”
 Room was freezing I the rear, bathroom poorly heated; more participation,
maybe small group problem solving think tanks – could not see or read the
board, hard to hear (2)
 Talk of different counties
 Less time on history (handout use for this)
 Some speakers from audience spoke to long, limit time
 Hot lunch if possible
 Morning and afternoon breaks
 Provide a raised platform for presenters so they can be seen
 Share AB newsletters
 No side conversations while presenters are speaking
 No personal griping or complaining
 Bigger room with microphones
 More Advisory Boards represented
Comments under “Ideas for future conference topics and/or speakers:”
 More solidarity
 State Representatives (2)
 Include speakers about different (or more diverse) ages or young children/adults
and disabilities like autism
 Policy makers
 Recruiting low-wages workers
 Break into smaller groups where different AB members can share their trials and
tribulations serving their board
 Include Hispanic translators
 Stop silo’s and begin to speak about our common cause for future enhancement
 Choose specific bills/issues and create a real action plan that everyone
participates in and knows how to execute the unified plan before leaving
 Interactive theatre role playing typical situations we face
 Include other disabilities and age advocates
 Legislators and resources to help our ages in changes
 Education Board of Supervisors on how IHSS really works and how IHSS
providers are funded

Comments/questions under “Did you have questions from the conference that have not
been covered? If so, what are they”?
 How to activate an IHSS A/C when county refuses?
 CICA talks about “new blood” yet I feel inadequate due to so much information
presented that I do not get learned.
 Thank you for all your hard work!
 No, I knew all the info, I was here to network mostly and I made sure I did.
 Include supervisors or representatives or senators
 Managed Care
 Can we publish every newsletter from every Advisory Board on CICA’s
newsletter?
 I am the chair of the marijuana advisory board.

